
MOCCE REPORT TO AGM 2018-2019  

 

  Weather again played a significant role in affecting MOCCE activities during the 2018-2019 period.  

During the period October to April, Burlington had the highest rainfall and snow fall since 2009.  Rainfall 

reached a peak of 174 mm of rain during April with 21 rain days    and snow fall peaked at 27 cm during 

April.  Rainfall and snow fall totals during the entire period were almost double compared to similar 

periods during previous 10 year .We almost ran out of space where to store all the snow. 

 The extra rain and snow combined with frequent freezing and thawing exposed the weaknesses in our 

basement walls   . Mocce did 56 repairs to various basement walls resulting in a significant   over run of 

the REPAIR and MAINTENANCE budget. 

 The March snow fall and thaw resulted in at least 10 condos having ice jams and water leaks into the 

condo interiors. A program of adding and repairing heating cables will be initiated before the next 

winter. 

Our driveways also suffered from frequent freezing and thawing as the pavement heaved and moved 

causing new cracks to develop. 

 Although we did not have any major wind storms like last year, shingles continued to come loose and 

blow off. We did repairs to at least 50 condo roofs due to lose or blown off shingles.  

  The local animals were making our attics as their new home and we had to seal 16 condos against 

racoons. Two racoons and their families were trapped and moved off our community 

 The extra basement leaks, increased number of roof repairs and more than normal animal control 

measures were the prime reasons why the expenditures for General Repair and Maintenance were over 

budget this year 

 Significant activities during the past 12 months were: 

 Resealing of cracks and gaps for our driveways  

 Black topping and resealing our 283 community driveways including the Clubhouse   

 Completion of new and improved specs for driveway replacement and selecting a potential contractor 

ARROWHEAD  

 Replacement 13 new driveways and the start of a new driveway replacement program. This is planned 

for October  

 Soliciting bids for the renewal of the grounds keeping/snow removal contract and the awarding of the 

contract   a second time to GARDEN GROVE  



Completion of new improved specs for our future roof replacement and the start of the new re-roofing 

program at the rear of the first condos (#5 and #6) 

  The addition of 2. 5 acres of Park land grass cutting and maintenance at the south end  

  Continued to create better drainage at the exterior of our condos to remove water from the 

foundation walls  

 Continued the repair of porch floor surfaces. Only two porches were repaired this year 

Continued the replacement of powder room or laundry room vent systems. Four are planned by the end 

of October. 

 Various heating cables in our community were in need of repair or replacement. A program to repair 

these was initiated and will extend into the latter part of the year 

 Pruning, removal and replacement of various trees as necessary (wrong trees in the wrong place, dying 

trees, too big trees. Etc.) 

 Mocce reorganized its workload by setting up two separate groups to give more balanced emphasis to 

both landscaping and condo proper areas 

 The outgoing CHAIR thanks each of the Mocce members for volunteering and helping to make this 

community a better place to live 


